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Has Cornwall Changed?
In what ways has Cornwall changed since 
Tom Bevans invented the Chronicle in 1991? 
Frankly, in lots of ways I don’t think Corn
wall has changed much. Sure, there’s a 
new house here and there, but not many. 
And then there’s the terrific new library, 
the handsome school gym, Bonney Brook 
for limited income seniors, and West 
Cornwall’s Saturday morning farm market. 
And something called cable TV and, with it, 
the internet. Also, some local businesses 
have changed hands, and the folks who 
run Mohawk Mountain have made some 
major improvements. 
 But think about the constants: Hall’s 
Garage is still going strong with a third 
generation of the Hall family in charge. 
Also, 1991 was the very year that our organic 
farmer from Town Street began his reign as 
first selectman. And let us not forget 
everyone’s favorite cell tower off Bell Road, 
complete, unused, and—as far as I can tell—
no longer the property of Verizon. Which 
explains why cell phone service is still lack
ing in many areas of town. 
 Our politics haven’t changed much in 
25 years. Nationally we are more Demo
cratic than Republican, but that’s a trend 
that began back in the 1970s and 80s. Local 
voting is less predictable, with frequent 
crossparty support by both parties and 
good turnouts compared to the rest of the 
state. 
 What about the population? No change 
in the number of fulltime residents, which 
remains around 1,400. Significantly, how
ever, the number of secondhome families 
(largely weekenders) in town has more 
than doubled: from about 360 in 1990 to 
somewhere over 700 as of 2010. 
 We checked with local real estate agent 
Priscilla Pavel about housing prices and her 
answer was that, like the weekender pop

In the Beginning... 
Getting the Chronicle out every month in 
the first years of its publication was a heroic 
undertaking. It wasn’t quite like Gutenberg 
printing the Bible, page by page, but com
pared to today’s desktop publishing, the 
comparison isn’t much off the mark.
 The early issues sometimes had four to 
six editors, usually fewer, most of us former 
reporters or editors. The late Tom Bevans 
and his wife Margaret were joined by Ed 
Ferman in editing the first issue (February 
1991), which promised “a concise and comp
rehensive report on the activities of your 
town government...a calendar of upcoming 
meetings...[and] a forum for your opinions 
and concerns in the letters section.”
 The volunteer editors and writers wrote 
up copy, often on typewriters, 44 spaces 
per line, which Bevans had determined 
gave an accurate line count. Our job was to 
write exactly 638 lines to fill the four pages 
of the Chronicle.
 What happened next seems hardly pos
sible in this age of digital communication. 
The carefully typed pages of copy were 
combed for errors and corrected using 
pencils and erasers to make the traditional 

Cornwall Statistics
Population by age     Population by full/part-time residents

1990 19902010 2010

under 21     21-44   45-65       65 and over             full-time residents     part-time residents

ulation, average prices are about twice 
what they were 25 years ago, the average in 
1998 being around $250,000. Since then, 
average housing prices have bounced up 
and down but are currently well over 
$400,000. 
 Priscilla said one interesting change in 
the housing market is that on the lower 
end, what she called “inexpensive fixerup
pers” have pretty much disappeared and 
that buyers nowadays—mostly weekend
ers—want houses that are “movein ready.” 
And those buyers have recently been 

coming mostly from Brooklyn rather than 
Manhattan. (This is a young crowd, one that 
never saw Jackie Robinson steal home for 
the Dodgers.) 
 The 65andover geezer population is 
up by 20 percent, but the 45to64 gang 
has more than doubled. Because of these 
aging groups, our school population has 
gone south, forcing several grades to be 
combined. Jerry and Pat Blakey told us 
they used to get 60 to 80 visits in the village 
on Halloween—and not a one last year. 
 Since 1991 lots of activities and programs 

have come to town. There are the many 
classes offered by Local Farm, and multiple 
events at the library such as the winter film 
series, summer camp and reading programs 
for kids, and classes in yoga, meditation, 
karate, Pilates, stitching, and mah jongg. 
The only thing missing is how to convert 
kale into fuel for your Honda. 
 I’ve probably left out someone’s favorite 
(or least favorite) change. If so, write a letter 
and tell us what we missed—but please, no 
kale.               —John Miller

(continued on page 2)

For a look at the raw numbers behind these graphs and a fuller set of statistics comparing 
Cornwall with neighboring towns, visit our website, cornwallchronicle.org.



Carl D’Alvia

Hendon Chubb
marks for insertions or deletions. The 
pages were cobwebbed with lines and 
arrows and cryptic explanations.
 The final copy went to Ross Grannan of 
Printing Services, Ink, in Canaan, who had 
“his girl” typeset the Chronicle copy into 
galleys. The galleys were then brought back 
to Cornwall and again combed through 
(more pencils, more erasers) for any lin
gering errors. 
 The editors had a first stab at a layout, 
using sheets devised by Tom Bevans that 
were numbered minutely down the margin 
so that every line could be counted. The 
volunteer artists who drew the illustrations 
made their work clear and as small as 
possible to fit the space available for art. 
Jane Bevans Duber remembers the scent 
of the contact cement Tom used to position 
the drawings exactly in place on the 
layouts. 
 Tom and Margaret had the last word 
before Grannan printed the Chronicles, 
bundled them, and dispatched them to 
the circulation volunteers. From early years 
Anne Bevans, Dave Silva, and then John 
and Nan Bevans counted out the papers 
going to Cornwall’s three post offices. The 
copies to be mailed were organized by 
Margaret and Audrey Ferman, who typed 
up mailing labels. 
 It is remarkable that every single issue 
over the past 25 years has gone from the 
first story meetings to final distribution 
with so few hitches. It is a tribute to Tom 
and Margaret Bevans—and later Bobby 
and Spencer Klaw—that it all went so 
smoothly.
 Today, of course, everything is done on 
fast desktop or laptop computers. No print
outs, no piles of paper, just electronic files 
attached to emails moving around the 
ether until the final paper is published. 

—Lisa L. Simont

(continued from page 1)

You Heard What?
The April 2005 issue of the Chronicle 
carried a remarkable story. Remarkable 
because it broke the news that Prince 
Charles and Camilla, Duke and Duchess 
of Cornwall, were planning to visit their 
namesake town on their forthcoming 
U.S. visit, stay with expat Julia Scott, and 
visit CCS and some farms. Remarkable 
because it was picked up by several 
larger newspapers and a wire service, 
and at least one person phoned Julia to 
request a royal visit. And remarkable 
because it was the first of editor John 
Miller’s April Fool’s stories.
 The tradition endures. Further stories, 
some by other writers, reported among 
other things on the first black truffle 
grown here, and a Cornwall Association 
raffle for guessing the date when the 
Rumsey Hall building in the village 
would finally collapse.

 The West Cornwall Covered Bridge 
was a popular target. One story revealed 
that the DOT would close the bridge to 
vehicular traffic, describing in mind
jamming detail its rerouting across the 
river just south of West Cornwall. This 
would free up the bridge to become a 
Ponte Vecchiostyle market with stalls 
selling hot dogs and what not. Tom 
Bechtle remembers overhearing two 
couples at the Moose earnestly debating 
this proposal. Eight years later another 
DOT plan emerged: enlarging the bridge 
to admit tractor trailers and replacing 
the “unfortunate red siding” with the 
original boards. These would not be suf
ficient for the larger bridge, so composite 
siding would also be used, with an artist 
hired “to replicate the 50 shades of grey” 
in the originals.
 Later on, pseudonyms were used as 
clues. A story about the H.J. Heinz pur
chase of the Trinity property for a 
pickle factory was signed by Peter 
Gherkin. One about the poten
tial arrival of the Woof Woof 
SelfServe Dog Spa in dogloving 
Cornwall came from Herman Shep
ard, and the recent report about a 
huge deposit of natural gas lying 
12,000 feet below the town gravel bank 
was by Archie Leach.
 Caveat lector. At least one month a 
year.       —April Fuller

Dear Cornwall Chronicle
If the Chronicle’s articles tell us what’s 
happening in town, its letters reveal how 
people feel about it all. Over the past 25 
years, opinions on controversial topics have 
vied only with animal sightings as the most 
popular subjects. These letters’ subjects 
read like a short history of Cornwall’s 
concerns—night skiing at Mohawk, the 
sawmill, gravel mining, barking at the Little 
Guild, the 2 a.m. railroad whistle, the advent 
of cable and cell towers, speeding on 
country roads, what to do with Rumsey 
Hall, Sweet Peet, affordable housing—and 
always, always, town and school budgets. 
 Writers were sometimes impassioned: 
Monte Dunn wrote, “Those who oppose the 
sawmill seem to be more concerned about 
the resale value of their property than 
keeping Cornwall a...living and breathing 
community where a Yankee yeoman farm
er can make a living...May the Good Lord 
protect us from becoming Westchester or 
Fairfield County.” And Sabina Leitzmann 
bemoaned the power company’s amput
ation of a beautiful maple “spreading its 
branches like so many splendid arms.... 
Having to pass that wounded stump...hurts 
me as if my own limbs had been cut off.”
    Early animal sightings focused primarily 
on mountain lions, despite the state’s 

denial of their existence. They were so 
prolific that after one sighting the 

mountain lion (a.k.a. John Miller) was 
moved to respond: “We ARE here. It was 
me, Joe.”
       But that was just the tip of the iceberg. 
Over the years we learned about a bear 
curled up on a doorstep, a skunk that 
walked through a house, wolves, snapping 
turtles, bats, snowy owls, moose, a peacock, 
and coyotes who “howled, yipped and 
yodeled in response whenever the siren at 
the town garage let go” (Lisa Lansing). There 
was also a spurious letter from one I.C.A. 
Tusker (a.k.a. Spencer Klaw) reporting a 
mastodon in his back pasture who “raised his 
trunk and emitted a sound which...reminded 
me of the old Queen Elizabeth about to 
depart from Manhattan.” Advice abounded 
as to what to do about this wildlife. My 
favorite was Jim Goodfriend’s recipe for 
scaring bears away from his home by playing 

Bruckner’s Seventh Symphony at full 
volume. 
 Here and there, there was beau

tiful writing: Spencer Klaw’s 
wonderful recollection of rid
ing the Friday afternoon train 

from New York to Cornwall on sum
mer weekends in the l940s, occa
sional postings about the old days 

from Harriet Clark, and Mary Schief
felin’s hilarious tale of an endan
gered, “confused mass of skunk

lets” in the middle of Route 128.
 Kids had their issues as well. Sixth grad
er Luke Root complained about having 
only 20 minutes for recess, with the incon
trovertible argument that “the more recess 
we get, the less energy we will have in the 
classroom and we wouldn’t be so rowdy.” 
And Pat Dinneen, claiming prejudice against 
skateboarders: “People usually stereotype us 
as ‘trouble’ because our pants are bigger 
than everyone else’s, but in reality we are 
just out to have fun.”
 Cornwall’s sense of humor shines bright
ly. There are Larry Pool’s poems, one of 
them signed by Alfred Lord Tennysanyone, 
Ken Keskinen’s epic anniversary poems, 
and Franny Taliaferro reporting on the Corn
wall Minor Poets Award for the best sonnet 
celebrating real estate developers (who 
could she mean?) 
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Headline Heyday
Twentiethcentury American journalism 
saw the rise of attentiongrabbing, often 
witty headlines, those great teasers that 
draw the reader into the story at hand. 
Some examples: Variety’s 1935 headline 
about rural America’s reaction to Holly
wood, “Sticks Nix Hick Pix.” Or the New York 
Daily News’s 1975 gloss on a presidential 
veto threat: “Ford to City: Drop Dead.” 
 Our Cornwall Chronicle came along in 
1991 to uphold this tradition of sassy, whim
sical headlines, especially in its first decade. 
Witness such early alliterative headlines as 
“Bellicose Burghers Bomb Budget,” detail
ing the rejection by voters of a spending 
plan that included a 23% tax increase (June 
1991), or “Tussle on Town Street,” a recap of 
a scrap over affordable housing (December 
1991) and “Ticket Toppers to Take Test” 
(September 1991), a preElection Day poll
ing of candidates for First Selectman and 
P&Z seats. Then there’s “Marvelwood Mulls 
Moves” (July 1992) and, maybe best of all, 
“Natators’ Numbers Not ’Nuff,” about a nar
row swim team loss (August 1992). Mean
while, blaring in big type was “Beneficent 
Budget Breezes By” (June 1993), recounting 
easy passage of that year’s town budget. 
(The 1999 BOS budget was a bit more con
tentious, as suggested by the headline 
“Big Budget Boggles Board” [April 1999].) 
Edible fungi were examined 
in “Mushrumors and Mush
facts” (December 1991), while 
the nasty setto over a proposed 
gravel mine on James Taylor’s prop
erty in Cornwall Bridge was detailed 
in “The Pit and the Petulant” (June 
1996), the latter bearing no relation 
to the March 1991 assessment of town 
thoroughfares, “Cornwall Roads: The Pits.”
 Sometimes the humor could be found 
in the somewhat ambiguous (perhaps in
tentionally so?) headlines that began to 
appear later in the decade. Locals might 
justifiably have been confused by “Search 
for Space Continues” (January 1996), which 
turned out not to be about the launching 
of a Cornwall lunar probe, but rather 
detailed the town offices/library saga. 
Again, “Replacement of Route 4 Cribs” (Aug
ust 1996) ignored nursery furniture and 
went right to the subject at hand—those 
“loglike retaining walls” along Route 4 just 
north of Cornwall Bridge. And “Princess at 
Home in Sharon” (June 1997) provided an 
update on Princess the crow (at the time 
newly settled at the nearby Audubon 

Looking Back
When I arrived in Cornwall in 2001 I saw 
many aspects of the town as fixed and 
certain: existing in a sort of alternate 
universe, perhaps out of time altogether. 
This summer, however, while thumbing 
through the Chronicle issues published 
during 1991, I realized just how much the 
town had changed in the decade before I 
arrived. 
 For example, in 1991 Cornwall residents 
had no access to cable television (the town 
was wired in 1995). Fallen trees and leftover 
debris from the September 1989 tornado 
still lay scattered about the local land

scape. The transition from 
town “dump” to “transfer sta

tion” was so recent that one 
writer waxed nostalgic about 

shooting rats at the landfill. Night 
skiing lights at Mohawk Mountain 
were turned on for the first time. The 
burgeoning enrollment of CCS grad
uates at the high school so threat

ened to increase Cornwall’s share of the 
regional secondary school budget that 
programs and staff at CCS were cut only 
weeks after a major addition opened (en
rollment continued to rise for another 
decade).
 Cornwall Village was a different place 
altogether in 1991. Marvelwood, with its 150 
high schoolage students, was an 
everyday presence. In December 
the school reported the theft of 
computers, skis, a stereo, and $3,000 
in cash. The Child Center was still 
housed in the UCC Parish House, the 
library was in today’s town hall, and the 
first selectman’s office moved from a 
closet in the town offices into a rented 
trailer in the parking lot, where before 

long it sprung a leak. In November Gordon 
Ridgway was elected First Selectman for 
the first of what are so far 13 terms.
 What struck me most, though, in read
ing through these issues, was the preoc
cupation of so many of Cornwall’s citizens 
in 1991 with the very idea of renewal and 
rebuilding. Was this in part a reaction to 
the trauma of the July 1989 tornado? Or 
simply the expression of longstanding 
townwide needs? The library, squeezed 
into what is now the first selectman’s office, 
was bursting at the seams. The new first 
selectman, disdaining the leaky trailer, had 
moved onto the stage in the old stone 
building’s auditorium. The Cornwall Child 
Center was looking for a new home. The 
Cornwall Housing Corporation applied for 
funds to build Kugeman Village. And sit
ting vacant in the middle of the village 
were two large buildings once occupied by 
the Rumsey Hall School that had been 
recently deeded to the town. The main 
Greek Revival building dated back to 1848. 
Though severely damaged by the tornado, 
it had been added to the National Register 
of Historic Places only a year earlier. 
 A Municipal Building Committee form
ed. The group proposed a new town hall 
that would “not just be an office building 
but stand with dignity as a seat of Yankee 
democracy and frugality.” What better spot 
than the old Rumsey Hall? And while they 
were at it, the MBC came up with a wider 
“master plan”: the library could expand into 
the other half of the old stone building; the 
Child Center could move into the town 
office building behind it, and the Rumsey 
gym could become a civic center. As Sco
ville Soulé once summed it up, using 
Rumsey Hall to solve space problems faced 
by the town’s institutions seemed nearly “a 
marriage made in heaven.”  
 Alas, no one was able to agree on the 
actual condition of the Rumsey building or 
the minimum office space required. The 
price tag for renovation or a new building 
climbed above $1.5 million. The library and 
the Child Center had other ideas. When the 
referendum on whether to proceed with 
the MBC’s vision came to a town vote two 
years later, the plan was rejected by a two
toone margin. The sad saga of Rumsey 
Hall’s decline and later demolition had 
begun.
 Nonetheless, the spirit of civic renewal 
that seemed to grip the town in 1991 
eventually brought lasting changes. They 

were the outcome of a consensual 
process arrived at after all those 
discussions held during 1991 and 
after. The vision they embodied 
was at once bold and conservative, 
the natural product of the collec
tion of skeptics, idealists, dreamers, 
and New England penny pinchers 

that make up our town. I like to think 
that the launch of the Chronicle in 

1991 was an important element in 
building this consensus.  

  —Paul De Angelis

Center), not Lady Diana Spencer.  Finally, 
one would be forgiven for misconstruing 
these headlines as harbingers of musical 
events: “Rocker on the Green” (November 
1996), about a 12foot Shaker rocking chair, 
not an Aerosmith concert; “Postal Rave” 
(May 1999), about workers at Cornwall’s 
three post offices (alas, no Madonna ap
pearance); and “Rapping with Ridgway” 
(February 2000). Think of it: Gordon Ridg
way, rapper....Who knew?
 While it’s unclear who was responsible 
for these headlines—the authors of the 
stories themselves or the monthly editors—
they reflect Cornwall’s keen sense of hu
mor and unyielding professionalism. Keep 
’em coming, writers and editors!

—Tom Bechtle
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 As of the newsletter’s 10th anniversary, 
Bob Potter counted 546 published letters. 
I’d guesstimate another 600 since, as the 
letters started dwindling with the advent 
of the Cornwall chat site. And so we bid 
farewell to the letters of Chronicles past, 
but hope there will be many more to come. 
Texting and internet griping just don’t have 
the same power and richness.

—Carol Schneider
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Thank You
Thank you to all of you who have contributed 
your writing, editing, art, time, and money 
to make the Chronicle continue to prosper 
over the past 25 years. With your continued 
help, we look forward to a bright future in 
Cornwall. Please come to our anniversary 
exhibit at the library from September 13 
through October 1 and celebrate its open
ing with us (and the Cornwall Association) 
on Saturday, September 17, 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Chronopoly board: Thanks to Annie Kosciusko and Parker Bros./Hasbro
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CHRONICLE	CONTRIBUTORS,	February	1991–July	2016	
✚Story	Writer		!Monthly	Editor			"Illustrator			★Board	Member		✪Calendar	Editor	

(in	parentheses:	date	of	first	contribution)	
	

Bachman,	Don	✚	(5/00)	
Bailey,	Robert	✚	(3/99)	
Baird,	K.C. ✚	(8/92)	
Balling,	Fred	✚	(6/05)	
Barberi,	Patsy	✚	(9/92)	
Bardot,	Chelsea	✚	(8/03)	
Baren,	Anne	✚!★✪ 	(5/94)	
Baren,	Paul	✚	(10/93)	
Barkoff,	Ira	"	(4/95)	
Barrett,	Tom	✚!★ 	(5/13)	
Bate,	Denise	✚! 	(6/96)	
Bate,	Fred	✚	(4/04)	
Bean,	David	"	(10/91)	
Bean,	Jane	✚! 	(12/95)	
Bechtle,	Tom	✚!★ 	(11/95)	
Becker,	Dave	✚	(7/93)	
Beckwith,	Lois	✚	(7/15)	
Beebe,	Diane	✚! 	(1/12)	
Beecher,	Bill	"	(12/91)	
Beers,	Bob	✚★ 	(1/92)	
Beglin,	Julie	✚	(2/09)	
Bennett,	Debby	✚	(4/12)	
Bevans,	Anne	✚"	(2/91)	
Bevans,	Jane	✚!"	(9/93)	
Bevans,	John	✚	(3/09)	
Bevans,	Margaret	★ 	(3/93)	
Bevans,	Nan"	(5/91)	
Bevans,	Tom	✚!"★ 	(2/91)	
Bianchi,	Cynthia	✚	(8/94)	
Bianchi,	Laurie	✚	(8/03)	
Bigelow,	Carla	✚! 	(7/94)	
Blakey,	Pat	✚	(1/95)	
Bouteiller,	Jean	✚	(1/14)	
Boyne,	Amy	✚	(8/92)	
Bracken,	Don	"	(8/91)	
Bracken,	Janice	✚	(10/92)	
Bramley,	Pat	✚	(2/91)	
Bramley,	Richard	✚	(1/09)	
Brecher,	Earl	✚! 	(1/92)	
Brecher,	Jeremy	✚	(2/12)	
Bredenberg,	Alfred	✚	(4/93)	
Brown,	George	✚	(4/94)	
Bruehl,	Nick	✚	(2/91)	
Buck,	Paper	"	(6/13)	
Buck,	Rinker	✚	(8/01)	
Burke,	Raymonde	✚! 	(7/14)	
Burke,	Terry	✚! 	(5/13)	
Bury,	Teddy	✚	(4/91)	
Busby,	Camilla	✚"	(2/10)	
Butler,	Steve	✚	(4/96)	
Cadwell,	Dave		✚	(2/91)	
Cady,	Amy	✚	(7/97)	
Cady,	Scott	✚!★ 	(4/91)	
Calhoun,	Caroline	✚	(6/96)	
Calhoun,	Nancy	"	(10/04)	
Calhoun,	Will	✚"	(1/97)	
Canby,	Peter	✚	(6/06)	
Carlson,	Karolene	✚	(11/04)	
Chamberlain,	Anne	✚! 	(8/91)	
Cheney,	Lynn	✚! 	(1/92)	
Chubb,	Hendon	✚!"★ 	(2/91)	
Clark,	Ella	✚! 	(5/93)	

Clarke-Wolf,	Dody	✚	(9/08)	
Classey,	Apryl	✚	(2/06)	
Clohessy,	Robert	✚	(4/09)	
Clohessy,	Catharine	✚! 	(9/13)	
Colbert,	Dave	✚"	(2/06)	
Colbert,	Hannah	✚"	(4/01)	
Cole,	Erin	✚	(1/99)	
Collins,	Annelise	"	(7/15)	
Collins,	Matt	✚! 	(5/02)	
Collins,	Tricia	✚! 	(3/97)	
Cook,	Sally	✚	(2/16)	
Cooley,	Maggie	✚! 	(5/94)	
Cowan,	Aidan	✚	(9/08)	
Cross,	Doris	Hart	✚	(11/91)	
Cunnick,	Elisabeth	"	(5/15)	
Cunnick,	Heidi	✚	(8/14)	
Cutler,	Jill	✚! 	(12/12)	
Dakin,	Barbara	✚★ 	(2/91)	
D’Alvia,	Anna	"	(2/12)	
D’Alvia,	Carl	"	(4/03)	
Dart,	Nancy	✚	(4/94)	
De	Angelis,	Paul	✚!★ 	(3/03)	
Del	Tredici,	Peter	✚	(11/13)	
Dietzel,	Sharon	✚!★ 	(7/07)	
Dinneen,	Beth	✚	(8/15)	
Dinneen,	Heather	✚	(7/00)	
Dinneen,	Vera	✚	(9/08)	
Dolan,	Maisie	✚	(8/03)	
Donahue,	Kerry	✚! 	(2/14)	
Doolittle,	Jerry	✚	(1/05)	
Dorsen,	Harriette	✚! 	(9/09)	
Dorsen,	Norman	! 	(9/09)	
Duber,	Jane	"	(10/93)	
Dunn,	Liane	Mosher	✚	(11/06)	
Dunn,	Louise	✚! 	(11/05)	
Dunn,	Nevton	✚	(8/09)	
Eaton,	Alicia	✚	(3/01)	
Edler,	Joan	"	(5/93)	
Edler,	K.W.	✚	(1/92)	
Edler,	Nick	✚	(6/91)	
Ellis,	Joe	✚	(8/11)	
England,	Elizabeth	✚! 	(8/07)	
Epstein,	Ruth	✚	(8/12)	
Estabrook,	Biffie	Dahl	✚	(2/01)	
Evans,	Cheryl	✚!★ 	(3/92)	
Ferman,	Audrey	✚!★ 	(2/91)	
Ferman,	Ed	✚!★ 	(2/91)	
Fischer,	Adam	✚! 	(5/95)	
Fischer,	Deirdre	✚! 	(1/01)	
Fisher,	Kevin	"	(9/12)	
Fisher,	Valorie	(Art	Coordinator)	
Fishman,	Jim	✚! 	(8/01)	
Fishman,	Liz	✚	(10/92)	
Fitzgibbons,	Kathleen	✚	(4/04)	
Forster,	Jack	✚	(7/91)	
Fowler,	Lynn	✚	(8/05)	
Fox,	Susan	"	(9/06)	
Francisco,	Susan	✚	(7/12)	
Freydberg,	Robin	✚	(8/93)	
Freygang,	Katie	✚	(7/09)	
Frost,	Denny	✚	(2/11)	
Frost,	Nan	✚	(12/11)	

Galazka,	Jacek	✚	(1/03)	
Gall,	Rachel	✚	(1/04)	
Galloway,	Gregg	✚	(5/12)	
Gannett,	Katherine	✚	(12/97)	
Gannett,	Michael	✚	(3/91)	
Gates,	Judy	✚	(10/91)	
Gazagnaire,	Hellen	Stern	"	(10/95)	
Geisser,	Mary	Ellen	✚	(11/93)	
Gellatly,	Kim	! 	(7/93)	
Gellatly,	Michael	"	(1/92)	
Gibbons,	Jill	✚	(3/91)	
Gingert,	Art	✚	(5/02)	
Gingert,	Daniel	✚	(6/95)	
Gingert,	Jacob	✚	(6/98)	
Givotovsky,	Nicholas	✚	(4/08)	
Gold,	Ann	✚!★ 	(2/05)	
Gold,	Barbara	✚! 	(3/97)	
Gold,	Ralph	✚	(3/91)	
Gold,	Virginia	✚	(7/05)	
Goodfriend,	Carol	✚	(10/93)	
Goulet,	Bill	✚! 	(2/13)	
Goulet,	Stella	✚	(5/15)	
Gray,	Maja	✚! 	(3/12)	
Green,	John	✚! 	(4/08)	
Greene,	Dinny	✚	(10/14)	
Griggs,	Richard	✚	(6/08)	
Grossman,	David	✚! 	(8/96)	
Grossman,	Hanna	✚! 	(8/96)	
Gyorsok,	Chris	✪ (7/15)	
Hammond,	Ben	✚	(8/00)	
Hammond,	Peter	✚	(8/92)	
Hanf,	Brigitte	✚"	(5/92)	
Hannah,	Duncan	"	(4/12)	
Hare,	Pat	✚	(4/00)	
Hart,	Ellen	✚	(5/98)	
Hart,	Joyce	✚	(4/06)	
Hart,	Philip	✚	(3/91)	
Haske,	Margaret	✚	(3/15)	
Heaney,	Gary	✚	(7/92)	
Hedden,	Erin	✚★✪ 	(8/13)	
Hedden,	Heidi	"	(9/04)	
Hedden,	Steve	✚	(9/99)	
Heiny,	Dianne	✚	(6/92)	
Heiny,	Don	(Photographer)	
Helfman,	Ilisha	✚	(10/04)	
Heming,	Michael	"	(2/16)	
Herkimer,	Judy	✚	(3/04)	
Hermann,	Iris	"	(7/11)	
Hermann,	Zejke	"	(7/05)	
Hollander,	Diana	✚	(2/13)	
Hopkins,	Chris	✚	(1/92)	
Horan,	Honora	✚! 	(7/04)	
Hosterman,	Cay	✚	(10/13)	
Hubbard,	Ania	"	(1/15)	
Hubbard,	Dan	✚	(12/05)	
Hubbard,	Tom	✚	(8/15)	
Hunt,	Skip	✚	(8/02)	
Hunter,	Natalie	✚	(2/95)	
Hurlburt,	Becky	✚! 	(11/02)	
Hurlburt,	Bill	✚	(8/92)	
Hurlburt,	Jacob	✚	(3/14)	
Ireland,	Kelley	✚! 	(11/93)	



Ireland,	Sumner	✚! 	(11/93)	
Jacobs,	Nick	"	(2/98)	
Jacobson,	Gail	✚!"	(8/05)	
Jacobson,	Jeff	✚! 	(3/09)	
Jerram,	Cynthia	✚	(3/93)	
Johnson,	Barbara	✚	(3/92)	
Kaestner,	Elisabeth	✚! 	(3/03)	
Kalwa,	Juergen	✚	(4/06)	
Kanehl,	Bob	✚	(3/02)	
Kavanagh,	Brian	✚	(3/03)	
Kavanagh,	Wynne	✚	(6/05)	
Kearns,	Danielle	✚	(3/11)	
Kennedy,	Wendy	✚	(9/97)	
Kenniston,	Ed	✚	(1/93)	
Keskinen,	Ken	✚! 	(2/91)	
Keskinen,	Lisa	"	(2/11)	
Keskinen,	Peg	✚! 	(5/92)	
Kirk,	Cynthia	"	(11/91)	
Kittle,	George	✚! 	(3/91)	
Klaw,	Barbara	✚!★ 	(8/91)	
Klaw,	Rebecca	"	(7/02)	
Klaw,	Spencer	✚!★ 	(8/91)	
Kling,	Jack	(Distribution)	
Kling,	Lucy	✚	(11/04)	
Kosciusko,	Anne	✚!★ 	(5/97)	
Kosciusko,	Mary	Kate	✚	(4/16)	
Kosciusko,	Skip	✚	(8/98)	
Kotchoubey,	Helen	✚	(9/94)	
Kotchoubey,	Nick	✚	(9/95)	
Krentz-Wee,	Elizabeth	✚	(11/09)	
Labalme,	Eve	✚"	(5/12)	
Labalme,	Henry	✚	(10/09)	
Lake,	Norma	✚! 	(10/00)	
Landman,	Jonathan	✚★ 	(11/12)	
Lansing	Simont,	Lisa	✚!★ 	(3/91)	
Lansing,	City	✚! 	(11/94)	
LaPorta,	Bianca	✚	(9/98)	
LaPorta,	James	✚	(4/05)	
LaPorta,	John	✚	(9/02)	
Laughlin,	Roxana	✚!"	(3/03)	
Leich,	Jean	✚! 	(2/94)	
Leich,	John	✚! 	(2/94)	
Leich,	Meredith	"	(8/99)	
Levine,	Tom	✚	(6/06)	
Levy,	Jim	✚	(10/95)	
Longwell,	Jim	✚	(10/09)	
Longwell,	Pamela	✚!★ 	(3/12)	
Loutfi,	Martha	✚! 	(9/01)	
Lugar,	Carol	✚	(10/92)	
Lynch,	Liam	✚	(9/08)	
Lynch,	Reilly	✚	(3/07)	
Lynn,	Brian	✚	(7/03)	
Lynn,	Rick	✚	(7/95)	
Lyon,	Bill	✚	(3/92)	
Lyon,	Juliet	✚	(5/97)	
Lyon,	Sarah	✚	(6/94)	
Mailer,	Danielle	"	(10/97)	
Marshall,	Jessica	✚	(8/08)	
Martin-Ocain,	Kathy	✚	(12/14)	
Matsudaira,	Marina	✚"	(3/11)	
Matsudaira,	Matt	"	(3/12)	
Matsudaira,	Rachel	✚	(10/09)	
Mauro,	Cilla	✚	(2/92)	
McCarty,	Richard	✚	(4/97)	
McGowan,	Tom	✚	(4/97)	
Miller,	John	✚!★ 	(2/91)	
Miller,	Priscilla	✚! 	(1/09)	
Monagan,	David	✚! 	(1/99)	

Monagan,	Jamie	✚! 	(4/94)	
Moon,	Ellen	✚"	(2/91)	
Murphy,	Donna	✚	(7/03)	
Murrow,	Gene	✚	(11/06)	
Nagle,	Mary	Kathryn	✚	(2/16)	
Nastro,	Caroline	✚	(2/16)	
Nauts,	Phyllis	✚! 	(1/92)	
Neergaard,	Amelia	de	✚"	(1/99)	
Neergaard,	Cathrine	de	"	(8/12)	
Nelson,	Carol	✚	(11/01)	
Nestler,	Jen	✚	(2/13)	
Neubauer,	Sam	✚	(11/08)	
Neubauer,	Sandy	✚!★ 	(12/96)	
Neubauer,	Willa	"	(7/12)	
Nicholson,	Lisa	✚	(8/11)	
Nimkin,	Bill	✚	(12/91)	
Noren,	Catherine	✚	(12/08)	
Norman,	Mark	J.	✚	(12/10)	
North,	Alicia	✚	(10/08)	
Nunn-Miller,	Micki	✚	(11/13)	
O’Neil,	Brian	✚	(9/98)	
O’Neil,	Steve	✚	(4/04)	
Ohmen,	Ruth	✚	(5/94)	
Oros,	William	✚	(2/95)	
Osborne,	Charles	✚!★ 	(3/91)	
Osborne,	Philla	✚! 	(12/92)	
Ott,	Susan	Lilly	✚! 	(8/97)	
Parker,	Bob	"	(3/92)	
Pavel,	Asher	✚! 	(1/09)	
Perlstein,	Josh	✚	(8/03)	
Pfeffer,	Cathy	✚	(2/93)	
Piker,	Todd	✚	(9/98)	
Pohl,	Nick	✚	(6/09)	
Pollan,	Michael	✚	(4/00)	
Pollokat,	Jane	✚	(4/11)	
Poole,	Larry	✚	(7/93)	
Potter,	Bob	✚!★ 	(3/91)	
Potter,	Dean	✚"	(10/92)	
Potter,	Ginny	✚!★ 	(2/91)	
Prentice,	Jane	✚	(9/98)	
Prentice,	Marie	✚! 	(6/91)	
Prentice,	Nora	✚"	(9/94)	
Prentice,	Tim	✚"	(9/91)	
Preston,	Pat	✚	(8/92)	
Prud’homme,	Erica	✚"	(8/92)	
Prud’homme,	Hector	✚	(10/94)	
Prud’homme,	Hector	V	"	(11/13)	
Pryor,	Emilie	✚	(11/03)	
Pryor,	Joe	✚	(11/04)	
Quinn,	Rita	✚	(4/91)	
Rawls,	Malou	✚	(3/14)	
Read,	Clifton	✚! 	(8/92)	
Ridgway,	Elizabeth	✚	(3/04)	
Ridgway,	Gordon	✚	(6/93)	
Ridgway,	Ian	✚	(8/13)	
Ridgway,	Jayne	✚! 	(2/04)	
Riley,	Louise	✚!✪ 	(5/11)	
Robinson,	Roxana	✚	(11/07)	
Rogers,	Eileen	✚	(9/00)	
Root,	Devon	✚	(8/99)	
Root,	Mike	✚	(8/03)	
Saccardi,	Brian	✚	(3/13)	
Saccardi,	Dean	✚	(3/14)	
Saccoccio,	Jackie	✚"	(4/03)	
Sanders,	Janet	✚!★ 	(9/11)	
Savin,	Meg	✚	(5/09)	
Schieffelin,	Julie	✚!★ 	(10/09)	
Schillinger,	Ann	✚! 	(10/92)	

Schneider,	Carol	✚! 	(7/10)	
Scott,	Cameron	✚	(8/13)	
Scott,	Julia	✚! 	(3/92)	
Scoville,	Thalia	✚	(7/94)	
Senzer,	Celia	✚! 	(9/93)	
Senzer,	Stephen	✚! 	(9/93)	
Sheffield,	Jim	✚	(5/14)	
Simons,	Sue	✚	(4/96)	
Simont,	Bee	✚! 	(3/93)	
Simont,	Doc	✚! 	(10/94)	
Simont,	Marc	✚!"	(6/91)	
Soulé,	Scoville	✚! 	(3/91)	
Spaulding,	Pat	"	(5/94)	
Spence,	Betty	✚	(2/10)	
Steuerwalt,	Connie	"	(11/04)	
Stevens,	April	✚! 	(12/96)	
Stevens,	Karen	✚	(1/95)	
Stone,	Barbara	"	(11/03)	
Stone,	Lindsey	"	(2/05)	
Stone,	Rick	✚	(12/06)	
Sullivan,	Virginia	✚	(2/91)	
Tagliarino,	Peggy	✚! 	(11/07)	
Taliaferro,	Franny	✚!★ 	(10/02)	
Tauranac,	Maggie	✚	(2/10)	
Terrall,	Genevieve	✚	(3/11)	
Terrall,	Jim	✚	(5/07)	
Terrall,	Wilson	✚	(4/12)	
Thitchener,	Joan	✚	(6/94)	
Thompson,	Bethany	✚	(10/03)	
Thompson,	Brianna	"	(1/12)	
Timell,	Anna	✚	(8/11)	
Tobin,	Lib	✚	(1/95)	
Tyler,	Deb	✚	(8/96)	
Underwood,	Brenda	✚! 	(10/03)	
Underwood,	Graham	✚	(12/03)	
Van	Doren,	Adam	✚"	(4/96)	
Van	Doren,	John	✚	(8/14)	
Van	Doren,	Sally	✚	(8/03)	
Van	Gilder,	Bonnie	✚	(1/14)	
Venturini,	Alexa	"	(5/01)	
Vitalis,	Jean	✚	(6/99)	
Weigold,	Cara	✚	(1/16)	
Weigold,	Mason	✚	(3/16)	
Welles,	Lori	✚	(5/92)	
West,	Phill	✚	(4/05)	
Whiteside,	Rachel	✚	(8/02)	
Whitman,	Herbert	✚	(5/91)	
Williams,	Becky	✚	(3/92)	
Williams,	Hunt	✚	(8/92)	
Williamson,	Cale	✚	(6/98)	
Williamson,	Dave	✚	(12/93)	
Williamson,	Cynthia	✚	(7/15)	
Williamson,	Susan	★ 	(8/97)	
Wilson,	Mark	✚"	(9/97)	
Wilson,	Pamela	✚	(2/13)	
Wilson,	Winfield	✚	(5/96)	
Winsser,	Johan	✚	(6/16)	
Winters,	Bill	✚	(1/96)	
Wiske,	Paula	✚	(7/94)	
Wojan,	Phyllis	✚	(2/95)	
Wojtusiak,	Joanne	✚	(12/01)	
Wolff,	Barbara	"	(9/03)	
Wolff,	Rudi	"	(4/07)	
Zinsser,	Anne	✚! 	(10/92)	
Zinsser,	John	✚! 	(10/92)	
Zuckerman,	Scott	"	(7/00)

	
Thanks	to	all	of	you	for	keeping	the	Chronicle	alive	and	well!	


